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(Communicated by Paul S. Muhly)

Abstract. Let n be a »-representation of a »-algebra % . In general the

strong commutant 7t(%)'s and the weak commutant n(7í)w of the (f*-algebra

7t(2l) do not coincide. We are looking for some methods to get extensions of

n such that the related commutants coincide or which are even selfadjoint. In

§§2 and 3 we consider so-called generated extensions that are a modification

of induced extensions investigated by Borchers, Yngvason [1] and Schmiidgen

[7], In §4 let 2t be a »-algebra and 25 a subset of its hermitian part 2lA such

that 21 is generated by 25 U {1} as an algebra. We present a method to extend

»-representations n of such algebras, which is closely related with the extension

of the symmetric operators n(b) , b e 25 . In §5 we give an example that shows

that the method of generated extensions is also suitable to get extensions such

that the commutants of the related cf* -algebras coincide.

1. Preliminaries

We begin with some general notational conventions. N and N0 are the

positive and nonnegative integers, respectively. The scalar product of a Hubert

space MA is denoted by (•,•). It is supposed to be linear with respect to the

first variable and antilinear with respect to the second variable. Let A be a

linear operator in a Hubert space M*. We denote by 2!(A) the domain, by

A$(A) the range, by A the closure, and by A* the adjoint of A . If A is closed

then 3 C 3(A) is called a core for A if the restriction A \ ¡A of A to 21

satisfies A \ 3 = A.

Let A be a closed symmetric operator in a Hilbert space M*. Then,

(A)'s := {C € M(M") : C3(A) ç 3(A) and CAcp = ACcp

for all cp € 3(A)}

is called the strong commutant of A and

(A)'w :={Cel(J): C3(A)ç3(A*) and CAcp = A*Ccp

for all cp € 3(A)}

is called the weak commutant of A .
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We now recall some definitions about unbounded operator algebras and *-

representations. Let 3 be a dense linear subspace of a Hubert space MA.

An cf*-algebra sA on 3 is a *-algebra of linear operators defined on 3

and leaving 3 invariant, which contains the identity map / of 3. The

multiplication in sA is the composition of the operators and the involution in

sA is the map A —* A+ := A* \ 3 . The graph topology of sA is the locally

convex topology t^ on 3 , which is defined by the seminorms || • ||^ := \\A ■ ||,

A €SA .

Let 21 be an abstract *-algebra with unit element 1 . A ^representation of 21

on 3 (dense in a Hubert space MA) is a *-homomorphism n of 21 onto an cf*-

algebra on 3 , which maps 1 into the identity map on 3 . Then, 3(n) := 3

is called the domain of n, and we write M"(n) := M". Let nx and n2 be *-

representations of a *-algebra 21. n2 is an extension of nx if MA (it x) çM'(7i2),

3(itx) ç 3(n2), and nx(a) = n2(a) \3(itx) for all a G 21. A »-representation

n of 21 is closed if the locally convex space 2[t.%)] is complete. This is true

if and only if 3 = f]ae<2i3(it(a)). The adjoint of a ^-representation n is

given by 3 (it*) := Ç)a^3(n(a)*), it* (a) := n(a+)* \ 3(n) for all a € 2t.

A *-representation n is called selfadjoint if n = n*. The latter is true if and

only if 3(n) =3 .
Let sA be an tf* -algebra on 3 . Define

sAs' := {C € M(M') :C3 c3 and CAcp = ACcp

for all cp €3 and AesA}

and

J*"] :={Cel(7): (CAcp, y/) = (Ccp,A+y/) for all cp, yi €3

and A G sA }.

sAj is called the strong commutant and sA^ the weak commutant of the cf*-

algebra sA . Obviously, j// ç sA¿ . If sí is selfadjoint (3 = f]Aes/3(A*)),

then s/J = sA¿ . We remark that there are also nonselfadjoint ¿f*-algebras sA

such that sAs' = sA¿ (see [6, §5.5]).

2. Generated extensions of ^representations

Borchers and Yngvason [1] and Schmiidgen [7] developed methods for the

construction of special extensions of ^representations of ^-algebras and called

them induced extensions. We present a slightly modified method. The proofs

of the propositions in this section proceed similarly as in Chapter 8.5 in [7].

Therefore we omit them.

Let it be a »-representation of a *-algebra 21 on 3(it) in the Hubert space

M*(n). Further let M¡ D M^(n) be a larger Hubert space and ^#, be a subset

of M(M¡) with / G JAX . We identify M*(it) with the subspace &(n) @ {0} of

MAX and define the set

(1) JAx3(it) :=l.h.{Xcp: X €J?X and cp € 3(it)}.
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Let MAq be the closure of Jfx3(n) in MAX . Let P and Q denote the projec-

tions from MAX onto MA^ and from MAX onto MA(n), respectively. We define a

surjective transformation e: E(M¡) —► B(MA) by

(2) e(X) :=PX\MAÜ for all * G M(MA).

Proposition 1. Let it be a ^representation of the *-algebra 21 on 3(it) in the

Hubert space MA (it) and let MAX D MA(it) be a larger Hubert space. Suppose that

Jfx is a subset of W¡(M¡) with I g JAx . Further let M^ be the closure of JAx3(it)

in M*x. Suppose Q(Y*X) \ %A{n) g n(%)'w for all X, Y €JAX. Then,

2(it0):=JAx3(it)

it0(a)(I,kXk<pk) := Y.kXkn(a)cpk for all <2 G 21,

where 2ZkXkcpk with Xk €JAX and cpk €3(it) is any element of 3(itQ), defines

a ^representation n0 of 21 on 3(it0) in the Hubert space M"ü which extends

n.

Definition 2. Suppose the assumptions of Proposition 1 are satisfied. We call the

♦-representation n0 of 21 in the Hilbert space MA^ defined by (3) the extension

of it, which is generated by JAX ç M(M"X). We denote this generated extension

by (it0,Jtx).

Proposition3. Suppose the assumptions of Proposition 1 are fulfilled. Let (it0,

JAX) be the generated extension of it defined as in (3). Further let JA :=

{e(X): X € JAX}.  If XY is in JAX   when X and Y are in JAX, then J' ç

K¿%)'s.

Remark. Suppose the assumptions of Proposition 3 are fulfilled. For any ele-

ment X € JAX QX \ MA (it) G rc(2l)'u, and e(X) G ^0(2l)^. Consequently, some

operators from the weak commutant of the starting ^-representation it turn

into operators from the strong commutant of the final generated extension it0 .

Therefore the method of generated extensions seems to be suitable to construct

extensions such that the "difference" between strong and weak commutant "de-

creases."

Next we describe the bounded operators in the Hilbert space MAÜ via bounded

operators in MAX . We define the set

m^,(MA):={X eB(MA): X \ MA eM^ = 0 and XMA^ ç MA).

With the projection P from MAX onto MAQ we get

(4) n^.(M¡) = {X €B(M¡): X = PXP}.

The transformation e [ M^,(M¡) (see (2)) is a bijection from M^,(MA) onto

B(^). Now it is possible to describe the weak commutant of generated exten-

sions.
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Proposition 4. Suppose the assumptions of Proposition 1 are fulfilled. Let (n0,

JAX) be the generated extension of n defined as in (3). Then,

n0(^)'w = {«(Z) : Z G M^(M¡) and Q(Y*ZX) \ MA in) G n{%)'w

for all X, Y €JAX}.

3. Generated extensions of special »-representations

In this section we consider especially *-representations of the *-algebra 21 :=

&(x) of all complex polynomials in one hermitian variable x endowed with

the usual algebraic operations.

Let A be a closed symmetric operator in a Hilbert space MA with at least one

deficiency index being finite. By Theorem 1.9 in [5], 3°°(A) := C]neN3(An)

is dense in MA and 3°°(A) is a core for each power An , n € N . Hence

(5) 3(it):=3°°(A),        n(x):=A \3(n)

defines a »-representation n of 21 in the Hilbert space MA.

Remarks. 1.     The   »-representation   it   defined by (5) is closed.     Indeed,

r\pe^(x)3(ltlpJxY)) ç r]n^3(^(xir)) = f)n&2(An) = 3(iz).

2. The commutants of the ¿f "-algebra n(A?(x)) are given by

(6) it(AA>(x))'s = (A)'s    and    n(AA(x))'w = (A)'w .

Now we study generated extensions of »-representations it defined as in (5).

Let M¡:=M'®M', and let T := [p °] with TX,T2€ B(X) be an operator

from M(MA) with the additional conditions

(7) Tx€it(*)'w    and    T*XTX + T*2T2 g it(<ä)'w .

Further let JAX := {T, 1} c M(MA). By Proposition 1,

2(itT):=[^+T^):cp,yJ€3(n))

(8) itT(a)
cp + Txyi\ __ I n(a)cp + Txit(a)y/

T2W    J '    V        T2n(a)y/

for all a € 21 and cp , y/ € 3(n),

defines a generated extension (itT, {T, I}) of n in the Hilbert space MAT :=

3(n) + T3(it) ç M"x . One easily checks that

(9) M'T = Mf ®3Î(T.

Let £ be the projection in MA onto M(T2). By (4),

(10) B»(^) =
7       Z

7       Z^21      ^22 J
: Z(..eB(/) and7,2£' = Z12!

*¿    11  — ^^oi î    j     ^ "•      — ^^Ty

}
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The identification with operators in

by

) via the transformation e is given

'21

'12

7
'22

'11

t'21

'12

T'22 J
f )•

We determine the commutants of a generated extension in a special situation.

Example 5. Let T := {z G C: \z\ = 1} be the unit circle and MA := H2(T) the

Hardy space as a subspace of L (T). We consider the closed symmetric operator

A := i(I + S)(I - S)~x on 3(A) = (I - S)MA', where S is the unilateral shift.

Let it be the related »-representation of 21 := &>(x) defined as in (5). By

Example 1.10 in [6] and the relation (6), we have x(9L)'s = {T : cp € H°°(T)}

and it(VL)'w = {T^: cp € L°°(T)}. For cp € L°°(T) T denotes the Toeplitz

operator defined by T f = P+(cpf) for all / G H2(T). P+ is the projection

from L2(T) onto H2(T). Further H°°(T) := L°°(T) n H2(T).

Let M[ := and T := [ s
SS"+cS- ,?]€

with c € R, c^O. The

operators Tx = S* and T2 = SS* + cS - I satisfy the conditions in (7). We

have even T*TX + T*T2 = (c2 + 1)1 € n(%)'s.

Let nT be the »-representation of AA>(x) given by (8). A%(T2) is closed and

^'(r2)"L is a one-dimensional subspace of MA. We find (zx + cz ) ± ¿%(T2),

and hence E = I - -jL_(S + c/)(/-SS*)(S* +cl), and MA,. = {(¡) € MA : Ç € M*

and C -L (z +cz )} . After some calculations we get for the commutants of the

generated extension (itT, {T, I}) :

T
M< - {

l-{Tp-TaS*)S*E

x-ES(Ty - STJ    j,ES(STaS* - STß - TyS* + TS)S*E

a,ß,y,0€L°°(T)

and

Ta ±(Tß-TaS*)S*E

LCES(T°- STa)    jrES(STaS* - STß- TyS* + TS)S* E

y,Ô€ H°°(T) and a, ß G L°°(T),

(c2 + l)a--y€ H°°(T) and (c2 + l)ß - -S G H°°(T)\ .
z z )

The "difference" between nT(%)'s and itT(Ql)'w is not maximal in the sense that

tz"  z2} \^T^^T(^1S does not imply a, ß, y,Ô€H°°(T).

4. Another method to extend »-representations

In this section let 21 be a »-algebra with unit 1 and let 23 bea subset of its

hermitian part 2lA such that 21 is generated by 93 u {1} as an algebra. That is,

we suppose that 21 is of the form

(11) % = l.h.{bl-bk:k€N0, \,..., bk €«}.
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Let it be a »-representation of 2t on 3(n) in a Hilbert space MA (it). We

present an extension method that is closely related with the extension of the

symmetric operators it(b), b € 03. We need the following lemma proved in

Chapter 8.1 in [7].

Lemma 6. Let it be a ^-representation of 21 being of the form (11). Then,

(12) #(**)« fi       fi      2>(n(bk)*---n(bx)*).
kmb.,bk&&

The extension method is based on the following Proposition. Its proof is

similar to the proof of Proposition 8.1.17 in [7].

Proposition 7. Suppose 21 is a *-algebra with 1 and 93 ç 21^ is such that 21

is generated by 93 U {1} as an algebra. Let it be a ^representation of 21 on

3 (it) in the Hilbert space MA (it). Suppose that there exist selfadjoint extensions

Sb 2 it(b) in the Hilbert space MA(n) for all b € 93. Further let

(n) <*0:=n n ^v-v-
ir€Nft, ,...,bk€<B

(i) Then 3Q c 3(it*) and it0 := it* \ 30 is a closed ^-representation of 21

with it0D it.

(ii) If 30 is a core for all Sb, b € 93, then nQ is a selfadjoint ^-representation

of*.

Proof, (i) For all b € 93 we have Sb ç n(b)*. Let \,..., bk € S3. Then

Sbi---\ Ç it(bx)* ■■■it(bk)* c (it(bk)---it(bx))* = it(bk---bx)*. From the

general definition of 3(it*) we conclude 30 ç 3(it*). Since Sb3Q ç 3Q for

all b € 93, we have it(b)*30 ç 30 for all b € 93. Since 93 U {1} generates

21 as an algebra and it* is a homomorphism, the latter implies it(a)*30 ç 30

for all a € 21. Being the restriction of the representation it* to the invariant

domain 30 , it0 is a representation of 21.

Moreover, for all b € 93 and tp, y/ € 30 {itQ(b)cp, y/) = (it(b)*cp, y/) =

(Sbcp, y/) = (cp, Sby/) = {cp, it(b)*y/) = {cp, itQ(b)y/). Hence nQ is even a *-

representation of 21. From 3(it) ç 3Q we conclude it ç itQ .

We can show the completeness of 30 in the graph topology of 7r0(2l) in the

same way as in Proposition 8.1.17 in [7] by induction. Hence it0 is a closed

»-representation.

(ii): Let 30 be a core for Sb for all b € 93 . From the proof of (i) we know

that it0(b) =Sb \ 30 for all b e 93. Hence it0(b)* = (Sb \ 30)* = Sb for all

b € 93 . Using (12) in Lemma 6, we get

^(*ô)= n  n ^(*o(**)*-äo(*i)*)
íreNft,.6tea

= n       fi      ®(Sbk---Sb)=30 = 3(n0).
k€Hbt ,...,bkG9

Hence n0 is selfadjoint and the proof is complete.   D
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The extension method works as follows. Let n tea »-representation of 21

with dim((n(b) + il)3(n))± = dim((7t(è) - il)3(it))± for all b € 93 . Then
there exist selfadjoint extensions Sb of it(b) inside the Hilbert space MA(n)

for all b € 93. We define 30 as in (13) and get the closed »-representation

n0 = it* \ 30 of 21, which is an extension of it. If we can choose the selfadjoint

extensions Sb for all b € 93 such that 30 is a core for all Sb, b € 93 , then it0

is a selfadjoint extension of it. Then especially the commutants it0C&)'s and

it0(A)'w of the ^""-algebra 7t0(2t) coincide.

In general we have for b € 93

dim((it(b) + il)3(it)f ¿ dim((7r(Z>) - il)3f[n))^.

If the deficiency indices of it(b) are different for at least one b € 93 , then we

consider instead of the »-representation it of 21 on 3(it) in the Hilbert space

MA (it) the »-representation ft := it® (-it) of 21 on 3 (it) := 3(it) ® 3(it) in

the Hilbert space MA{ft) := M'(n) ® M'(n). Then, dim((ñ(b) + il)3(ñ))± =

dim((ñ(b) — il)3(ñ))± for all b G 93 . Now we go on as above.

This method is useful for »-representations of the »-algebras AA>(xx, ... , xn)

of all complex polynomials in n commuting hermitian variables, for »-represen-

tations of the Weyl-algebras sA(px, qx, ... , pn, qn) and more generally for

»-representations of the enveloping algebra <£(^) of a finite dimensional Lie

algebra p.

Example 8. Let 21 := 3°(x). Then 93 := {x} is a subset of 2lA such that

93 U {1} generates 21 as an algebra.

Let A be a closed symmetric operator in a Hilbert space MA with at least one

deficiency index being finite. We consider the »-representation it of 21 defined

by (5). Without loss of generality we assume that the deficiency indices of A

coincide. Otherwise we consider the »-representation it ® (-it) instead of it.

Let B be any selfadjoint extension of A in M*. With Sx := B we get for

30 defined by (13) 3Q = f]neti3(B") = 3°°(B). Again by Theorem 1.9 in
[5], 3Q is a core for B . By Proposition 7, the »-representation itQ defined by

3(it0):=D°°(B),        it0(x):=B\3(it0)

is a selfadjoint extension of it.

5. An EXAMPLE

In this section we show that the method of generated extensions can be used

to extend a given »-representation such that the commutants of the related tf*-

algebra coincide. We start as in Example 5 with the Hardy space H (T) =:

MA and the closed symmetric operator A := i(I + S)(I - S)~ with 3(A) =

(I - S)MA. Let 21 := 3P(x) and let it be the related »-representation of 21

defined by

3(it):=3°°(A),        it(x):=A\3(n).
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Then we have n(%)'s = {T^: cp g H°°(T)} and n(QL)'w = {T^: cp g L°°(T)}.

Hence n(*)'s ¿ n(<ä)'w .

First, we construct a selfadjoint extension B of ^4 in a larger Hilbert space.

The operator A := A® (-A) in the Hilbert space MA ® M^ has the deficiency

indices (1, 1). We have 3¡(A + il) = M*' ©SM* and m (A- il) =SMA®MA.

The Cayley transform U as a partial isometry with the initial space 31 (A + il)

is defined by U(cp, Sy/) = (Scp, y/) for all cp, y/ € MA. One easily checks

that the operator U defined by U(cp, y/) = (Scp + (I - SS*)y/, S*y/) for all

cp, y/ €MA is a unitary extension of U . Let B be the selfadjoint extension of

À in MA®MA whose Cayley transform is U. Hence 3(B) = (I- IA)(MA®MA)

and B(I - U)(cp, y/) = i(I + U)(cp, yi) for all Mí/e/.

Now let nx be the »-representation of 21 in the Hilbert space MA®MA given

by

3(nx):=3°°(B),        nx(x) := B \ 3(nx).

According to Example 8, nx is a selfadjoint extension of n. Our aim is to

construct generated extensions of it that are closely related to the selfadjoint

extension itx . To do this we are looking for suitable operators T = [T' ¡] €

®(MA®MA).

Let <I> G H°°(T) be a cyclic vector for S*. This means H2(T) =

c.l.h.{(S*)"Q>: n G N0}. For example <P(z) = ez is such a function (see [2,

Lect. II. 1]). Define d(z) := O(z). Let T, := T ~ be the Toeplitz operator

in MA with the symbol z<P + zO G L°°(T) and T2 := P+JM~ , where M~ de-

notes the operator of multiplication by O and / is the flip operator on L (T)

given by J f(z) = f(z). The operator T2 € "ñ(MA) is a Hankel operator (see

[3]).

Lemma 9. The operators Tx and T2 have the following properties:

(i)   Tx€it(%)'w

(ii)   T*XTX + T*2T2€it(*)'w

(iii)  T2S = S*T2
(iv)   TXS = STX +(I-SS*)T2.

The proof is straightforward and therefore omitted. Now let T := [T] ¡] ■

Because of Lemma 9, (i) and (ii), the »-representation nT defined by (8) is the

generated extension (nT, {T, I}) of it. Since O is cyclic for S* and T2zn =

(S*)"<S> for all n G N0 , we find 3l(T\) = MA. Hence by (9), MAT = MA1 ® MA .
By Lemma 9, (iii) and (iv), we find TScp = UTcp for all cp €Ma . Now we can

prove the following result.

Proposition 10. Let (nT, {T, I}) be a generated extension of it in the Hilbert

space MA' ®M" constructed above. Then,

(i)  itTCnx;

(ii) the weak commutant 7rr(2t)'() is an algebra; and

(iii) it*T = itx . That is, n*T is selfadjoint.
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Proof, (i) Suppose c¡, Ç are any vectors from 3(it) = 3°°(A). Then Ç + TÇ

is any element of 3(itT). Let n € N. Since ^(jr) C 3(An) and ^(JB) =

(/ - S)"MA (see [5, Lemma 1.5]), there exist vectors cp, y/ € MA such that

£ = (/ - S)> and C = (/ - S)V. Then we get í + 7*C = (7 - 5)> +

7(7 - 5)V = (7 - £/)"(?> + 7» G âYfi"), and icT(x")(Ç + TQ = ¿"f +
TA"C = (i)"(I + S)ncp + (i)nT(I + S)ny/ = (i)n(I+U)n(cp + Ty/) = Bn(i+TC).

Hence for all n € N, 3(itT) ç 3(Bn) and consequently, 3(itT) ç ^(rc,).

Moreover, 7r,(x") f 3(nT) = Bn \ 3(itT) = nT(xn). This Implies ^r ç 7r, .

(ii) We show that 3(nT) = 3(it) + T3(it) is a core for B . First, ^(rc) =

(/ - S)3(it). Hence 3(nT) = (I - U)3(nT). Then (B + H)3(itT) = 3(itT)

and (ß - H)3(itT) = U3(itT). Since 3(nT) and U3(itT) are dense in

MA ® MA, B \ 3(itT) is essentially selfadjoint. Thus 3(itT) is a core for

5 . This implies that the weak commutant of the ¿f "-algebra ïï:7.(c^3(x)) is an

algebra (see for instance [4, Lemma 3.2]).

(iii) From itT(x) = B \ 3(nT) and the fact that 3(itT) is a core for B, we

get nT(x)* = B.By Lemma 6, 3(it*T) = nneN^((M*)*)") = fl„GN^(5") =

^(7T,). Hence it*. = itx and the proof is complete,   a

We close this section with the following essential remark.

Remark. There exists a generated extension 7i0 of itT in the same Hilbert space

such that 7T0(2l)^ = 7r0(2t)^ . Indeed, let MAX := Ma ® Ma and JAX := nT(Ql)'w ,

which is an algebra by Proposition 10, (ii). We define the generated extension

(nQ, JAX ) as in (3). By Proposition 3, then 7^(21)'^ Ç 7t0(2l)^. On the other hand

by itTCn0, we have ?r0(2l)^ C it0(Ql)'w ç itT(Qt)'w . Thus 7r0(2t)^ = ^0(2t)^ .
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